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Italian company DAKY Pack headquartered 
in Bologna Packaging Valley designs, 
manufactures, installs, tests, and overhauls 
machines and lines dedicated to the 
packaging of paste soup cubes and pressed 
soup cubes, yeast, butter and margarine, 
and processed cheese.
DAKY Pack offers a wide range of solutions, 
in terms of flexibility and speed, and 
produces the entire range of machines that 
form the primary and secondary packaging 
lines. It customizes its machines as to 
meet customer’s marketing guidelines; it 
supports its customers, improving their 
operational efficiency and allow them to 
acquire and retain market share, while 
increasing competitive advantage.
DAKY Pack wants to become a leader in the 
global market of the automatic machines 
for the packaging of wrapped products 
of small dimensions, distinguishing itself 
in the production of increasingly simpler 
machines, which produce qualitatively 
better packaging at higher speed and in a 
sustainable way.

The lines for the packaging of paste 
soup cubes, manufactured and 
overhauled by DAKY Pack are:
• compact “ALL IN ONE”: forming, dosing, 
wrapping and cartoning machines are 
combined in one machine;
• composed of multiple machines: forming, 
dosing and wrapping machines, arranged 
in line according to customer’s layout;
• end of line: cartoners, tray packers, case 
packers and over wrappers, for all common 
formats required (from 2 to 30 cubes per 
carton, arranged on two or three levels).
DAKY Pack manufactures and 
overhauls lines for the packaging of the 
butter in “Hotel” format (butter)
The best-known packaging machine is 
Corazza FB 220”, which DAKY Pack 
proposes in revised version “as new”. ALL 
IN ONE type, it carries a burden of butter 
that is manually placed in a tray, but the 
machine can be combined with the DAKY 
Pack end-line machine, which can pack the 
butter in a transparent tray with lid, from the 
typical 10-piece format.

Wrapping machine for stock 
tablet and cubes at speed 1,000.
Continuous motion. Size change from 
tablet to cube, and vice versa 

BTR 10 - Packaging machine. Bundling butter for 
tray and hood. Product: butter size hotel

S23/C - Packaging machine. Wrapping, forming 
and cartoning machine. Products: soft cubes and cartoning

Pressed stock cube
Pressed stock cube 
packaging lines produced 
and overhauled 
by DAKY Pack

Butter line
DAKY Pack produces and 
overhauls packaging lines 
for small portions of hotel 
butter

Yeast line
DAKY Pack 
produces and 
overhauls extruders, 
cutters and wrappers

Cheese line
DAKY Pack produces 
and overhauls packaging 
lines for sliced processed 
cheese, in classic shapes
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Daky Pack Srl Via dell’Artigianato, 5 

40057 Granarolo dell’Emilia (Bologna) Italy

Tel. +39 051 765 651 

Fax +39 051 765 218

sarti@dakypack.com 

www.dakypack.com




